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Nine poignant and empowering short stories from the author of The Breadwinner.The seated
child. With a single powerful image, Deborah Ellis draws our attention to nine children and the
situations they find themselves in, often through no fault of their own. In each story, a child
makes a decision and takes action, be that a tiny gesture or a life-altering choice.Jafar is a child
laborer in a chair factory and longs to go to school. Sue sits on a swing as she and her brother
wait to have a supervised visit with their father at the children’s aid society. Gretchen considers
the lives of concentration camp victims during a school tour of Auschwitz. Mike survives seventy-
two days of solitary as a young offender. Barry squirms on a food court chair as his parents tell
him that they are separating. Macie sits on a too-small time-out chair while her mother receives
visitors for tea. Noosala crouches in a fetid, crowded apartment in Uzbekistan, waiting for an
unscrupulous refugee smuggler to decide her fate.These children find the courage to face their
situations in ways large and small, in this eloquent collection from a master storyteller.Correlates
to the Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts:CCSS.ELA-
LITERACY.RL.6.3Describe how a particular story's or drama's plot unfolds in a series of
episodes as well as how the characters respond or change as the plot moves toward a
resolution.CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.6Explain how an author develops the point of view of the
narrator or speaker in a text.CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.9Compare and contrast texts in
different forms or genres (e.g., stories and poems; historical novels and fantasy stories) in terms
of their approaches to similar themes and topics.

From School Library JournalGr 4–6—A collection of short stories comprised of 11 tales set in
different countries. In each story, a child encounters some form of social injustice and
overcomes it or finds a positive outcome through some action on their part, however small. Each
chapter features and is named for a specific type of chair. In "The Singing Chair," Jafar, a child
laborer in a chair factory, longs to go to school. He scratches a poem on the bottom of a chair
being shipped out and feels emancipated ("With this chair, I am here."). In "The Questioning
Chair," Gretchen visits the Auschwitz Memorial and Museum with her class. She sits on a hole in
the middle of a long toilet and imagines what it must have been like for the prisoners of the
concentration camp. She considers what her parents or grandparents might have done during
the Holocaust. In "The Freedom Chair," Mike sits on the floor of his cell where he is serving time
for a crime; he's in solitary confinement for 72 days. He relies on his own inner strength and the
kindness of a stranger. Jed sits on a fence outside the Amish school where his sister was killed,
Barry sits in a food court as his parents tell him they are separating, and Noosla sits in a
crowded, stinking apartment in Uzbekistan, waiting for an unscrupulous smuggler to decide her
fate. Every story is poignant and provocative. Ellis writes with deep compassion and



intuitiveness. This book is ripe with discussable, debatable issues and thought-provoking
questions. VERDICT An excellent addition for classrooms and libraries.—D. Maria LaRocco,
Cuyahoga Public Library, Strongsville, OH --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.ReviewEllis nimbly slips into the minds of her memorable characters … and her thought-
provoking collection should spark wide-ranging discussions about choice and injustice. ―
Publishers WeeklyBeautifully wrought, the collection will appeal to thoughtful readers who
appreciate Ellis' other globally-aware works … An excellent choice for all collections. ― Booklist,
STARRED REVIEWEvery story is poignant and provocative. Ellis writes with deep compassion
and intuitiveness. ― School Library Journal. . . the collection’s focus on the action—or, more
appropriately, the inaction—of sitting places readers right next to each protagonist as they
transition from physically and metaphorically staying still to moving on. ― Bulletin of the Center
for Children's Books"Beautifully wrought, the collection will appeal to thoughtful readers who
appreciate Ellis' other globally-aware works … An excellent choice for all collections." —
Booklist, STARRED REVIEW--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Review"Beautifully wrought, the collection will appeal to thoughtful readers who
appreciate Ellis' other globally-aware works … An excellent choice for all collections." ―
Booklist, starred review"Ellis nimbly slips into the minds of her memorable characters … and her
thought-provoking collection should spark wide-ranging discussions about choice and injustice."
― Publishers Weekly"Every story is poignant and provocative. Ellis writes with deep compassion
and intuitiveness." ― School Library Journal"… the collection’s focus on the action―or, more
appropriately, the inaction―of sitting places readers right next to each protagonist as they
transition from physically and metaphorically staying still to moving on." ― Bulletin of the Center
for Children's Books--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorDeborah Ellis is the author of more than two dozen books, including The Breadwinner,
which has been published in twenty-five languages. She has won the Governor General’s
Award, the Middle East Book Award, the Peter Pan Prize, the Jane Addams Children’s Book
Award and the Vicky Metcalf Award for a Body of Work. She has received the Ontario Library
Association’s President’s Award for Exceptional Achievement, and she has been named to the
Order of Canada. She has donated more than $1 million in royalties to organizations such as
Women for Women in Afghanistan, UNICEF and Street Kids International. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.“We
would make perfect murderers,” said Sanu, who was one year older than Jafar...“What are you
talking about?” Jafar asked.Sanu held up his hands and wiggled his fingers.“No fingerprints!” he
said, laughing.They could laugh now, but when Jafar first started sanding, his fingers got so sore
and bloody!“Get one more drop of blood on one of my chairs, you little cockroach, and I’ll send
you back to your family in a garbage sack!” Boss had yelled at him.*Oak Street was not the
busiest street in town, but lots of people still walked down it, and they all looked at Bea, sitting by
herself on a bench in the middle of a school day.Bea didn’t worry about the old ladies. She had
sat on this bench before on her days off and the old ladies left her alone...The dangerous ones



were the yoga ladies...The yoga ladies were busybodies.*Mike hears the outer door of the
Administrative Segregation pod shut and lock. He is all alone...His eyes are wiped and his face
is dry by the time he hears the Ag Seg door unlock again and the peep-hole covering in his own
door slide open.“You all right in there, 75293?”Mike knows the voice of CO Jenson.It is the voice
of the devil.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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SitStories byDeborah EllisGroundwood BooksHouse of Anansi PressToronto BerkeleyCopyright
© 2017 by Deborah EllisPublished in Canada and the USA in 2017 by Groundwood BooksAll
rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or any information
storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher.Distribution of this
electronic edition via the Internet or any other means without the permission of the publisher is
illegal. Please do not participate in electronic piracy of copyrighted material; purchase only
authorized electronic editions. We appreciate your support of the author’s rights.Groundwood
Books / House of Anansi PressWe acknowledge for their financial support of our publishing
program the Canada Council for the Arts, the Ontario Arts Council and the Government of
Canada.Library and Archives Canada Cataloguing in PublicationEllis, Deborah, authorSit /
Deborah Ellis.Short stories.Issued in print and electronic formats.I. Title.PS8559.L5494S58 2017
jC813’.54 C2017-900416-6C2017-900417-4Jacket illustration by Clare
OwenJacket design by Michael SolomonTo all who just need a moment of peace.Contents1 The
Singing Chair2 The Time-out Chair3 The Question Chair4 The Knowing Chair5 The Plain Chair6
The Day-off Chair7 The Glowing Chair8 The Freedom Chair9 The Hiding Chair10 The War
Chair11 The Hope Chair1The Singing ChairJafar was sitting on a work bench in the furniture
factory.Not sitting, exactly. Perching, like a little bird on the edge of a trash can, ready to take
flight at the first sign of danger from a cat or a truck.Or from the boss storming through looking
for slackers.As he rested his bony little body, Jafar stared into a sunbeam. It was only a second-
hand sunbeam, one that bounced off the window of the coffin shop across the lane, but Jafar
looked forward to it every day. It meant his workday, which began in Jakarta’s pre-dawn gray, was
heading toward the end.The second-hand sunbeam pushed through the factory gloom. It made
the men and boys glow like angels as they bent over their work. The dust particles danced and
sparkled in the air.I’m in a gold factory, Jafar thought.In the haze, the rows and rows of chairs
looked like thrones meant for gods and goddesses, not just kings and queens. No wonder the
workers were not allowed to sit on them.“Don’t sit on the chairs!” Boss was always yelling at
them. “The chairs are not for you and your filth.”Jafar had to agree with Boss about that. All the
boys and men in the factory were filthy. Even Boss, although he was not nearly as dirty as the
rest of them.One of Jafar’s jobs was to sweep. He swept the whole factory floor several times a
day, but the dirt kept coming. Wood dust, wood shavings, grime from the sooty car and bus
engines that blew in through the open wall that faced the street. The factory refused to stay clean
while work was going on.The dirt stuck to him, too. No matter how careful Jafar was with the glue
and lacquer, drops always landed on his skin and clothes, and everything stuck to these drops.
At the end of an especially busy day, when they rushed around to get their work done, sawing
and sanding to fill orders, Jafar looked like some new kind of animal, with wood shavings for fur
and soot-dust for skin. When he scratched his head with his glue-hands, the glue and wood dust



made his hair stand up on the top of his head like many small ears.“Quit daydreaming!” Boss
yelled. He slapped the back of the boy’s head as he moved through the factory.Jafar jumped. He
felt a little guilty because he had been daydreaming. He was working, though, and quickly. He
could work with his hands and still daydream in his head.Jafar was sanding chairs today, the
final sanding before the chairs would be loaded on a truck and taken away. His chairs would go
on a journey and he would be left behind.Who would sit on his chairs? Would it be a happy
person or an angry person? Would someone sit on one of his chairs and give up on life? Would
his chair be a place where a child learned arithmetic or where an old man sat to eat a meal?
Would someone sit on one of his chairs to watch a sunbeam and keep watching as shadows
grew and turned into night?Jafar wanted to know, and he knew that he would never know.These
were not chairs that would be painted or polished. These were cheap chairs. They would be sold
to people who still had to work hard and save long to buy them. The fancier chairs Jafar’s factory
made were beyond those people, and the real carpenters worked on those. Boys like him
worked on the cheaper ones.Jafar didn’t care about not working on the fancy chairs. Work was
work. Each day he worked brought him closer to paying off his family’s debt, closer to being able
to keep the money he earned, closer to having a life where his belly was always full and he could
take the time to find work in a place where the boss would not hit him.“We would make perfect
murderers,” said Sanu, who was a year older than Jafar but had only been at the factory for one
year. Jafar had been there for three.“What are you talking about?” Jafar asked.Sanu held up his
hands and wiggled his fingers.“No fingerprints!” he said, laughing.They could laugh now, but
when Jafar first started sanding, his fingers got so sore and bloody!“Get one more drop of blood
on one of my chairs, you little cockroach, and I’ll send you back to your family in a garbage
sack!” Boss had yelled at him.One of the older boys had slipped Jafar a blood-stained rag.“My
fingers have healed,” he said. “You can have this now.”“How much do I pay you?” Jafar
asked.The older boy shrugged. “Someone gave it to me. Pass it on to someone else when you’re
done with it.”The blood stayed off the chairs, Jafar was not sent home as garbage, and his
fingertips grew tough and strong.“No fingerprints. That’s a good one,” Jafar said to Sanu. “You
should go tell the others. We could all be murderers!”He laughed again, but he really needed
Sanu to go to another part of the factory and leave him alone for a moment.There was
something he had to do, and he could not have any witnesses.Sanu looked pleased with himself
but made no effort to move.“I’ll tell them later,” he said. “If I go over there now and tell them,
they’ll think it came from you. They think all clever things come from you.”Jafar looked at the rows
of completed chairs. There were only a few left for him to sand. Then the whole lot would be
loaded into a truck and driven away.He could not miss his chance today! There would be other
chairs and other chances, but he was ready today! Another day, he might not have the
nerve.Jafar decided to use an old trick. He started sanding viciously, really putting his muscles
into making the chair leg smooth like milk, going at the bumps and slivers with all the strength of
his bird-thin arms.“What are you doing?” Sanu whispered. “The fellas have just got the boss
used to the slower pace. You want the old quotas back? You want to keep working until midnight



again?”“I just feel like finishing up,” Jafar said, not slowing down one smidgen.“Sweat by
yourself, then,” Sanu said. He picked up the chair he was sanding and moved away to sit and
sand more slowly with the others.Jafar kept up his speed for a few minutes more until he heard
the voice and stomp of Boss returning to the factory floor. He slowed his pace then, but kept the
boss in his peripheral vision. He kept watch on everyone.No one must guess his secret.No one
must guess that he went to school.Boss had not told him he couldn’t go, but Jafar suspected he
would if he knew about it. Boss said nasty things to workers who were smarter than he was. The
other boys would make fun of him, too, if they knew. They would poke him and trip him and tell
him he thought he was too good for them.They gave him a hard enough time the day they caught
him writing on a piece of scrap paper with a tiny stub of a pencil.They grabbed his pencil and
would not give it back. They tried to get his piece of paper, too, but he would not let them see
what he was writing. He popped the paper in his mouth and chewed it and swallowed it. They did
not get to see what he thought about the beggar on the corner, how her face looked like
sunshine when she smiled. They did not get to know his private thoughts.Anyway, he had written
it clumsily. The words scrawled on the paper did not at all match the thoughts and feelings in his
head.His teacher at the school for working children read them poems. Poems told him feelings
he didn’t know he had. Poems made his heart dance and his mind fly above the smoke and
stench and sweat of the city.How do writers do it? Jafar wondered for the millionth time.Today,
he had a whisper of an answer.Today, he had completed his first poem.He had worked on it for
days, trying to find the words, the words that would say exactly what he wanted to say.Today, the
poem was done.Six words.Six words that told the story of him.Six words. Today, he had to grab
the time and the privacy to write down his six words and send them off into the world.Maybe
someone would discover them. Maybe someone would discover them years from now when the
smooth yellow-wood chairs were gray with age and dust, the smoothness battered with dents
and scratches.Jafar kept watch for his chance.He saw his moment.He took a nail from his
pocket. He lowered himself to the floor, tipped over the chair he was sanding and scratched his
six words into the underside of the seat.With this chairI am there.Boss would not like the poem
on the chair. He would see it as damage. He would certainly hit Jafar if he found it, and make him
pay for the damage with months and months of labor.But Jafar needed his poem to leave his
head. He needed to see it written down, and when he did, it was more beautiful than all the stars
and all the flowers and all the kittens that ever were.Quickly he pocketed the nail again and
stood the chair up on its legs. He placed it in the row with the others.Astonished at his boldness,
adrenaline dashing through him, he finished sanding his last chair and put it with the others,
too.“What are you standing around for?” Boss yelled at him. “You think those chairs are going to
load themselves? Move!”Jafar carried chair after chair into the truck. The chair with his poem on
it looked like all the others. But to Jafar’s touch, it hummed and buzzed with life. His life.The
driver got into the truck and started the motor.There was clean-up to do, sweeping and more
sweeping. But Jafar leaned on his broom and watched.He watched the truck with his chair and
his poem move off down the street, passing the coffin shop the sunbeam had abandoned,



merging with the motorbikes, taxis and people.Somehow, amidst the honking horns, revving
engines, hawking merchants and crying babies, Jafar heard something else. Something
wonderful.He heard his chair. It was singing.With this chairI am there.It was the happiest day of
his life.2The Time-out ChairMacie is sitting in the time-out chair.The time-out chair is an ugly
pink plastic chair with a picture of a dinosaur on it. The dinosaur has a bow in its hair.When
Macie was two, she loved this chair. She could climb into it all by herself. Now that she is seven
and knows that dinosaurs do not wear ribbons, the chair is an insult.“If you don’t like the chair,
then don’t do anything that makes you have to sit in it,” Mommy says.Mommy likes the chair. She
points it out when people come to visit.“Yes, this is our china cabinet,” Mommy says to all the
people who come over. “We got it just two years ago, ordered it special from the city. Ignore the
little pink chair in the corner. That’s Macie’s time-out chair. She lives in that chair, don’t you,
Macie?”Mommy laughs after she says that, and all the visitors laugh with her.Then they say
things like, “Eleanor, how in the world do you get her to sit there? I can’t get my Bradley to do
anything.” And, “Can I borrow your chair, Macie? I could use a little time-out!”The worst is like
today, when the house is full of company and Mommy catches Macie with a bad attitude.“I have
to take time away from my guests to deal with you again,” Mommy is saying, standing very tall
beside the very short chair. Macie feels small beside her but she wants to feel smaller. The time-
out chair is in a corner of the dining room. All the ladies are gathered around the table having
cupcakes and coffee.They can hear Macie being told off. They can see her sitting too-big in the
too-small chair.Macie is facing the corner but she knows they are staring at her.“When I ask you
to do something, I expect you to do it. Is that asking too much? If you had fetched the napkins
from the pantry when I asked, we could have avoided all this. But you had to open your mouth
and be all smart, telling me you’d do it in a minute.”You brought this on yourself, thinks
Macie.“You brought this on yourself,” says Mommy. “When I tell you to do something, just do it.
Life would be so much easier! She will not stop answering me back!” Mommy says to her guests.
“She loves the sound of her own voice.”Mommy winds up the kitchen timer.“I do two minutes for
each year of her age,” Mommy tells her company. “The experts say one minute but they don’t
know Macie! Fourteen minutes, young lady. Sit there and be quiet. None of your crying! No one
here cares.”Macie is not crying, not one tear.Mommy puts the timer down where Macie can see
it and goes back to her chair at the table.“More coffee, anyone? There’s lots here and I can
always make more.”The ladies pick up the chatter about the coffee. “I’ll have a little more.” And,
“Where did you get these cupcakes? Are they from Betty’s Bakery? I hope they are calorie-free!”
Which makes them all laugh, although Macie can’t understand why.
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Kathleen H. Fencil, “Five Stars. Just started this today and posted to 6 friends of its value in their
classrooms.”

Alexandra, “Seven stories all connected by the power to stand rather than sit. Great for readers
that feel stuck in a situation.. Thank you to @kidlitexchange and Groundwood Books for a free
advanced copy of Sit in exchange for my honest review. All opinions are my own.Sit is a
powerful collection of stories, all connected by one theme: the ways we sit and observe the
world. Author Deborah Ellis shares the experience of seven children as they try to understand
the situations they find themselves in and the world at large. Each is faced with a choice: to
continue to sit or to stand up and take action. I truly enjoyed this collection and found several
ways in which older middle grade and young adults could connect and relate. Read on to hear
what I loved, what I didn't enjoy, and my rating!From issues like divorce to jail to refugees, each
of these stories can spur a conversation or help a child feel like they are not alone in any difficult
situation. Each chair is given a title, the "Knowing Chair", the "Hiding Chair", and the "Hope
Chair," just to name a few, and each provides just a little bit of peace for the person who is sitting
in it. The stories take place around the world in locations that are as familiar as a swing set or a
mall food court to more diverse locations like a school tour of Auschwitz or a crowded apartment
for refugees in Uzbekistan. While each story is very short (no more than 20 pages), they all
provide the opportunity to learn more about the locations and discuss the themes with
others.Several of the topics and conversations are some that I would not consider suitable for
the younger middle grade audience, even though it is solicited to that age range. The language
and themes would be better suited for older middle grade (ages 12 and up) and the young adult
readers.My only qualm with these stories is the negative light in which the majority of the adults
are painted. Not one understands the child in each story, nor do they attempt to do so. While it
teaches readers to develop their own agency and to take charge of their fate, it doesn’t teach
them to talk about these issues with the adults around them. If you are a parent or teacher
reading along with your kiddos, this would be a great opportunity to talk about these ideas.Ellis
focuses on one significant moment in each character’s life, showing readers that every moment
is a chance to make positive impact on their own lives. I highly recommend Sit and give each of
its stories four out of five stars!TL/DR: Seven stories all connected by the power to stand rather
than sit.  Great for readers that feel stuck in a situation.Rating: 4 out of 5 stars”

Jayme Carruthers, “We may be sitting when we hear the greatest news of our lives.
@KidLitExchange #partnerThank you to the KidLitExchange network for my review copy of Sit.
All opinions are my own.5/5 stars.Deborah Ellis has done it again! I was very excited to read Sit,
as The Breadwinner is one of my favorites. :)Everyone sits. Whether it's a chair, bed, park bench,
sofa, bus seat, etc. Often times when we are sitting, big things are going on in the world around



us. We may be sitting when we hear the greatest news of our lives, or the saddest. We may be
sitting when we are playing or when we are in trouble. Sitting is actually a big part of our lives.
Ellis explores these seats and these events and writes about them in such a descriptive
way.Each chapter is a new story - a new seat, a new sitter, a new life event. And each one tugs
at your heart in ways you would never imagine.”

S M Boren, “Sit. I received this book from #kidlitexchange to read in exchange for an honest
review. All opinions are my own. Sit by Deborah Ellis is a collection of stories in which children
must sit to make a decision whether it be a subtle gesture of kindness, a courageous move to
change or a life altering decision each person sits to make their choice to stand. In these short
stories I think the teacher says it best when she says, "Everyone sits. Everyone has sat." There
are some situations in some of these stories that younger children may not be able to relate to.
My opinion is 12 and up only because of emotional and situational settings involved in this book.
A calm read and relax set of stories.”

Eva, “Like of box of assorted chocolates to enjoy !. The collection of short stories in 'SIT' by
Deborah Ellis is thoroughly enjoyable.In every story, a chair in some form is a key feature. The
chair appears in far away places, such as in India, where a young boy works in factory that
makes chairs to the everyday "Time Out" chair.Ellis revisits the first story at the end of her
collection and includes a follow-up story with the young Indian boy.Choose any story at random
and enjoy !Thank you GoodReads for the book.”

Miriam, “Engaging collection of short stories. My son requested this book after reading the
Breadwinner series. He enjoyed this book a great deal, so much so that my daughter is now
reading it. It is very rare that both my kids enjoy the same book.”

Mallie, “This is a fantastic book for Gr. 7/8 students.. I loved each and every story in this book.
This anthology was a great way to explore the elements of the short story by using one story at a
time as a focus on characterization, plot, point of view, setting and theme. Each story led to in-
dpeth discussions among my students. They were completely engaged and immersed. Debra
Ellis is a brilliant, skillful writer. I wish there were more anthologies of short stories with
substance like hers for kids at the middle school age.”

Taddei, “Attention Educators!. Wonderful collection of short stories written around the common
symbol of CHAIR (noun) and SIT (verb). Powerful connections to other literature and rich
conversations. High interest and engaged resistant readers!”

SprootsMasterFlex, “Amazing read. Love this book!!”

The book by Deborah Ellis has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 15 people have provided feedback.
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